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EDITORIAL

Readers will notice that we are still

receiving comments on the topic of "leading".

When controversy of this kind arises,

editors are always faced with a problem
--

how long to let it go on. If it goes on too

long, readers become bored with it, except

for the one or two most active arguers, who

by this time are possibly arguing only with

each other. But if it is cut short, we may

lose a good opportunity to bring all the pros

and cons into the open, and perhaps even

settle the dispute. Our experience is that

most editors, perhaps out of caution, are apt

to say "this correspondence is now closed"

too soon. At any rate, we do not feel the

need to close this particular correspondence

just yet.

The Thistle

We have had temporarily available an unusually cheap

source of Xeroxing and have taken the opportunity of making

copies of our out—of—print numbers at one-third of the

normal price, namely 5¢ per page. Thus numbers 19 to 2H

are available (while they last) at 20¢ each; and nos.

25-3l and 35 at 40¢. This does not include covers and

advertisement pages, as we have found that readers usually

do not find these worth the expense. Thus each Xerox

issue will start with page 1 and finish with the last page

of text.

Editorial address - 3515 Fraser Street, Vancouver 10, 8.0.



OUR DANCES No. 69: Schiehallion

Schiehallion was composed some fifteen to twenty

years ago, by one of the editors of The Thistle: Hugh
Thurston. Although it is a recent dance, when we con—

sider the history of Scottish dancing as a whole, it is

nevertheless the product of a short but definite evolu—

tion.

The idea was to create a new reel. The Scottish

reel has a very definite structure — a verse—and—chorus

pattern. Think of the foursome reel for example (the

plain foursome, not the strathspey-and-Tulloch); here

the reel of four is the chorus and the various steps are

the verses. In the threesome reel the chorus is the

arching figure, and again the verses are steps. In the

reel of Tulloch the birling is the chorus; and the same

structure can be followed in the fivesome reel, the six-

some reel (as in the Border book), the Shetland (sixsome)

reel, the Sixer reel from Oxton (published under the name

Oxton reel) and so on.

There seemed little point in creating a new reel

with one new figure to act as chorus, letting the dancers

choose steps for the verses, as so many reels on this pat-
tern existed; but there did seem a place for a reel with

a definite chorus and a choice of figures for the verses.

And this is the way in which Schiehallion was first

presented: the chorus as we know it (half a grand chain

and highland schottische; repeat) and a repertoire of a

dozen or so figures for the dancers to choose from.

You can lead your horse to water but you cannot

make him drink; you can present a dance in traditional

style, but it does not follow that it will be danced in

that way. It soon became clear that dancers did not

relish the opportunity of choosing figures: they pre-

ferred to be told what to do. This seems to be quite a

general tendency; I remember that when I first taught
the foursome reel on this continent (in Boston, as it

happens —- to country—dancers, not highland dancers) the

Bostonians were acutely unhappy about not having a def-

inite sequence of steps laid down. And this tendency
is not confined to Scottish dancers; the traditional

form of the Irish rinnce fighte, as described in our

recent article, with a fixed "body" and a choice of

"figures” is no longer much danced. Nowadays the Irish

all too commonly have the figures preselected and learn

the whole sequence right through.
I therefore noted the four figures that seemed most

popular (two strathspey and two reel seemed to give the

dance about the right length), put them in what seemed a

good order, and began to teach (and eventually to publish)
the dance in this form.



Undoubtedly the most popular figure was the one

chosen to end the dance: the reel—of—eight, or four—

leafed clover. In the last four or five years I have

had a number of requests by other composers to include

it in their dances, in which context it is usually known

as "Schiehallion reeling”. When I invented this figure
I thought it was original. In those days no—one out-

side the Orkneys had heard of the Axum reel. Now Axum

has a reel of eight in it; and it does not take long to

see that the Axum and Schiehallion reels are essentially

the same. This is not clear in the RSCDS description
of the Axum reel, which has distorted its shape from a

square to a thin rectangle, but it is quite clear in the

better description in J.F. and T.M. Flett's Traditional

dancing in Scotland: if we reverse the direction of the

Schiehallion reel and cut it in half, we get the reel of

eight as in the Axum reel.

The dance was, naturally, originally intended to

be danced in reel style: that is, using the same kind

of steps as in the foursome reel. ~ But inevitably it

was often taught to country-dancers, and in those days

country—dancers tended to be narrow-minded. Although

the men were willing to learn a highland step, they
—-

and, more especially, the women
-— were unwilling to use

anything but modern country—dance technique for the fig-

ures. In particular, it was necessary to teach the

"hands round" with a slip—step. Now that country-dancers

(or at least, the ones I come across) are more broadminded,

I suggest using a travelling-step in the hands round (and

in the two-handed turn that precedes it): it is a much

better technique.
Schiehallion seems to have spread by word of mouth

as well as from the printed instructions. It was once

described in the Oban Times as a "traditional" dance; and

a few years ago I had a letter from someone doing research

on highland dancing who evidently thought that Schiehallion

was a regimental dance and complained bitterly that "women

had ever got into it".

The dance is, of course, named after the well—known

mountain in Perthshire. The meaning of "Schiehallion" is

sometimes given as "fairy mountain", and it is true that

"sith" (pronounced "shee”) is the Gaelic for "fairy".

However, hallion is certainly not a Gaelic word; nor does

there seem to be any Gaelic word that it could be a corrup—

tion of. It is probably best to take the "fairy mountain”

with a grain of salt, and to regard the meaning of the name

as unknown.



"Repeat having passed a couple"

Have you ever had to explain the progression of

country dance in writing? Here is how G.M.S. Chivers,
dancing—master, explained it in his Pocket Companion
in 1821:—

7

After the first couple have gone down

three, the second couple begin: and

when the first couple has been to the

bottom, returned to the top, and are

within three couple of the bottom*, the

Dance is finished.

*In some assemblies, when the couple
who called the Dance have gone down three

the second—time, it terminates, which is

evidently wrong, for if there are fifteen

couple dancing in one set and no.1 has

regained the top, the 15th couple have

gone down three, and when the first couple
has gone down three, the 15th have only

gone down six, which is not going down

half the dance — but if no.1 goes within

three couple of the bottom the 15th have

then gone down, which is the only way for

every couple to go down the dance.

+ + + + +

HISTORICAL NOTES

From Travels in Scotland, by L.A. Necker de Saussure 1821

[The party is staying at the inn in Lochranza].

Shortly after, we heard our host sounding his

violin, to let us know he was no stranger to the fine

arts. Having begged him to come nearer to us, he

came without much pressing, and played several Scot—

tish airs, lively or plaintive as we required of him.

He played powerfully, but made no scruple as to the

justness of the sounds. He next offered to enter—

tain us with a highland dance: he called his two

daughters, who were nothing less than handsome;

they came barefooted, as are, in general, all the

women of the isle, and began to dance, with their

brother and our host. The latter was distinguished
for the variety and singularity of his steps, and by
a certain natural grace, which we could not have

expected from a native of this savage isle. I can—

not say as much of the other dancers, although Cowie

assured us his daughters had received lessons in

dancing.



On this occasion I learned a very singular fact,
which has often been confirmed to me since, viz.

that in the highlands there are itinerant dancing—
masters, who, from time to time, make the tour of

the isles and mountains, in order to give lessons

to the inhabitants, even of the lowest order.

LEADING (follow—up to a follow—up)

1. I was completely unaware that there had been a change
from right hands to nearer hands for leading, and I

wonder whether the change is intended to apply to the

full "Down the middle and up". If it is, then the

R.S.C.D.S. was, and maybe still is, behind the times

because, in Miss Milligan's "Introducing Scottish

Country Dancing" which was first published in 1968,

the instructions for this figure still specify right
hands. Perhaps I am too much of a traditionalist,
but I generally prefer it that way, irrespective of

what the next figure may be; if the man is, in fact,

leading his partner, I think that the use of nearer

hands may produce a tendency for the hands to be too

far forward and for the couple to turn away from each

other slightly. In The Silver Tassie, however, it is

easier and neater for the second and third couples to

lead down with nearer hands, and in that case the first

couple should also use nearer hands for the sake of

consistency and appearance. But in dances like Ship
of Grace, where the first couple lead down and then

separate, I much prefer nearer hands. One of your

comments raised the possibility of a left-hand lead,

and this would seem appropriate in a dance like The

Reel of the Slst Division; when doing this dance,

whether my partner gives me her left hand or her right

hand, I transfer that hand into my own left hand

immediately before guiding her to her first corner.

As a folk—dancer who is interested in the dances of

Scotland among those of many nations I was forcibly
struck by one phrase in your last issue (page u) in a

letter from a correspondent, namely "The rule is ..."

What sort of dancing is it that has rules? And compli—
cated rules, too: "... to use nearer hands unless the

active couple are going to cross over or dance alle—

mande on returning to the top of the set". If you

are going to have rules with exceptions, that puts

Scottish dancing on a par with Latin Grammar.

Furthermore, this particular "rule" strikes me as un—

sound. I just do not believe that using right hands

tends to make dancers drift away from the centre line.

And, if it does, why should such a drift be tolerable

in "Light and Airy" but intolerable in the other dances?

—o-0~o-o—



CORRESPONDENCE

From Maurice Whitby

I enjoyed the Quiz in your December issue; while

I had a far from perfect score, I had jotted down

one or two additional answers. I assumed that

Rudha Dubh and Tir Nan 0g were both Gaelic names,

and RSCDS Book 2” contains Adieu mon ami. I do

not know The Waverley Fugues well, so missed

Mucklestane Muir; with all due deference to Hugh

Foss, however, there is another, and perhaps
better known, answer to Question 6 (unless one

intentially gets caught in the chase or uninten-

tionally collides in the reels!) and that is Red

House.

[Yes, Rudha Dubh and Tir nan og are both Gaelic. Neither

the Gaelic list nor the French list was intended to be

complete.
Here are some more, for anyone who likes collecting.
Gaelic: Lagach Anna, Bratach bana, Alltshellach, Clachan,

Cead mile failte, Suilean donn', Suilean gorma

French: Rendezvous]

—-— NEW RECORDS —--

Caller herrin' and 7 other Scottish country—dances by Hugh
Foss (Thistle records BSLP66)

Caller herrin' The Kendoon Strathspey
Airie Bennan J.B. Milne

Wee Cooper 0' Fife Anne

Polharrow Burn Roaring Jelly

Hey Johnny Cope and 7 other Scottish Country—dances by Hugh

Foss (Thistle records BSLP71)

Hey, Johnny Cope Castles in the air

Earlstoun Loch Tillietudlem

The Clachan Rob Roy

Irongray Miss Stewart's jig

Both these records are by Peter White and his band, and keep

up the high standard that this band set in The Galloway

album.



INDEX (SUPPLEMENT)

The last index appeared in issues ”0—42 and covered the

contents of issues nos. 1—39. This supplement covers

the contents of nos. uo-u7.

Book reviews

Our contemporaries 45

Dance in Society 47

Comparison corner

Serbia 44

Ireland ”5-46

Dress

Highland dress #2

Black Watch badge 47

Hints on better dancing etc.

Following partners' mistakes (questions answered) no

Hand in Montgomeries' rant (
" " ) 40

Leading with right hands ( " " ) 45,47

Devising Scottish country-dances H5

Historical notes etc.

Universality of dancing 40

Female dancers 40

Threesome reel 40

Reels in 1775 and 1811 H1

Step—dancing #1

A duet 42

"A corner in the north" #5

The background HO—Hl-HQ-uS—HH

Music

Scottish dance—music us—uu

New records #5

Strathspey tempo #7

Obituaries

Mrs. Bingham 46

Miscellaneous

Index 40-41—42

Hamilton house (questions
answered) 41

Gaelic 41

Number of new dances (questions
answered) HS

Quiz 46

Astrology #6



Dances

Braes 0' Mar

Bumpkin
Calvar lodge
Cameronian rant

Cold and raw

Dainty Davie

Dashing white sergeant
Delvine side

Dumbarton drums

Fergus Mclvor

Greig's pipes
Haymakers
Inverness gathering
Jessie's hornpipe
Lady Mary Douglas

Lady of the lake

Mairi's wedding
Meg Mirrilees

Merrily danced the

quaker's wife

Perth medley
Petronelle

Princess Royal
Red house

Rory O'More

Thirtytwosome reel

Triumph
Tushker

41 OD

40 OD

(41.3)
42 OD

(43.2)

(43.2)

(41.3) 44 OD

43 OD

44.2, 47 OD

(44.2)
42 on

44 OD

45 OD

(41.3)

(44.2)

43 OD

45 OD

(41.3)

(42.6)

46 OD

(41.3) (41.4)
41 OD

(43.2)

45.2

42 OD

(41.4)
40 OD



-- ADVERTISEMENTS --

J.T. McHARDY CO. LTD., 538 Seymour Street, Vancouver

2. Tele: 681‘6616. Pipeoband supplies, highland
dress, dancing shoes, Scottish books and records,
RSCDS books, dances by Hugh Foss and Hugh Thurston.

Efficient mail-order service.

NORTHERN JUNKET

The square dance magazine that is different. __$2.50 for 12

issues, from Ralph Page, 117 Washington Street, Keene, N.H.

USA. 03u31. Each issue brings you interesting articles on

all phases of dancing: squares, contras, folkdance, folk—

song, folk—lore. Traditional recipes too, for hungry
dancers.

THE THISTLE

Subscription: $1.25 per year (four issues). Six

or more copies to the same address: 95¢ each per

year.

Back numbers: 2—6, 8—18 25¢; 32,33,34,36 to date

35¢. The rest out—of—print, but Xerox copies
available on request at 15¢ per exposure.

Other publications: Schiehallion 10¢, Inverness

Reel 10¢, Inverness gathering 5¢, Argyll broad—

swords 20¢. Sixteen Scottish Country Dances

(1945—1967) by Hugh Thurston: $1.00


